
“Donald Trump's Golden Toilet”
 

(It's a Jodie. The Leader and the troops “call and answer” back and forth.)

marching footsteps / military drumming...  stomp stomp stomp stomp
spoken: Alright Folks come on now. We're marching to Victory” stomp stomp stomp

E                       A         E      E                                  B           E
I don't know but I been told. Donald Trump's toilet is made of gold. (Troops sing back...)
When he squats to take a dump. Watch out for that rosy rump.
(Instrumental)
Grunts and groans, he's rooty-tootin' while he tweets his love for Putin.
Can't drain the swamp because he is it. Go to Russia for a visit.
Don't come back we'll take your visa. Say hi to Snowdon if he'll see ya.

   A    E        B             E         A    E          B         E
Chorus: Oh Donald, what cha hidin? Oh Donald, time to go. time to go. time to go.

I don't know butt I bin told. Donald Trump's toilet is made of gold.
When those cheeks begin to quiver. Watch out folks he'll soon deliver.
Instrumental
One more law to hurt the planet. Makes me want to hurl and vomit.
Stealing babies at the border. Sowing hatred and disorder.

Chorus: Oh Donald, what cha hidin? Oh Donald, truth be told. truth be told. truth be told.

Marching... stomp... spoken: Alright folks. Are you still with me? We're kicking out the 
bums and taking our country back.

Key change
F                      Bb        F      F                                  C           F
I don't know but I been told. Donald Trump's toilet is made of gold. 

He wouldn't a won if he hadn't cheated. Let's make sure he gets defeated.
His best and brightest are in prison. Think he ought to be there with 'em.
Instrumental
He set us back a hundred years. Telling lies and selling fear.
Where is fairness? Where is justice? Time for rebirth in the US.
  
             Bb    F         C          F             F                C          F
Chorus: Oh people. Make a difference. Oh people, time to vote.

  Oh people. Make it better. Oh people better vote.  You know you oughta vote.    
I said go cast your vote.
GET OFF YOUR BUTT AND VOTE! 


